We propose a multi-camera system that can detect omni-directional pointing gestures and estimate the direction of pointing. In general, when a human points a t something, their target exists directly in front of the direction they are facing. Therefore, we regard the direction of pointing as the direction represented by the straight line that connects the face position with the hand position. First, the multiple cameras detect the face region by skin colors and estimate the face direction with the discrete face direction feature classes. Second, we estimate the precise direction that the subject is facing with the integrated information from multiple cameras and decide which camera captures the frontal view of the face the best. This camera is labeled the center camera. Third, we select a pair of cameras on both sides of the center camera as a stereo camera and detect the spatial positions of the face and hand. Finally, the target that the subject is pointing to is found on the straight line that connects the face position with the hand position. Experiments show that out system can achieve a mean error of 1.94" with a variance of 4.37 throughout the pointing direction.
Introduction
Information expressed by faces and gestures play very important role in human-computer interaction[l, 21. We are investigating to establish the "Percept-room," which observes people, interprets human behavior, and makes appropriate responses. Since human gestures are key to interpret what a person is doing, many techniques in this research field have been proposed. Among natural human gestures, the pointing gesture is an effective means for a person to notify other people of what However, they have some restrictions, such as a small range of direction and initialization per user. It is important to detect omni-directional pointing gestures for intelligent environment applications.
In this paper, we propose a multi-camera system that can detect omni-directional pointing gestures and estimate the direction of pointing. In general, a pointing target exists in the direction that a person is facing when they directly point at something (Figure 1 ). Therefore, we regard the direction of pointing as the direction that is represented by the straight line that connects the face position with the hand position.
System Configuration
Figure 2 shows our current system configuration. This system consists of a studio and image input equipment. The studio is a 5 meter x 5 meter square space enclosed by simple backgrounds. We use eight color video cameras placed a t an interval of 45" in a horizontal plane with their optical axes crossing a t the center of the studio. Each camera is genlocked into a sync generator and the time code is superimposed on their outputs. The image data is input as 640 pixels x 480 pixels size, full color and 30 First, the eight cameras detect the face and hand regions using color information. The skin color region in the middle of the image is the candidate for the face region. Then, the face direction is estimated with the discrete face direction feature classes. Second, we estimate the precise face direction with the integrated information from multiple cameras and decide which camera captures the frontal view of the face the best. Third, we select a pair of cameras on both sides of the center camera as a stereo camera and detect the spatial positions of face and hand. Finally, the pointing target is found on the straight line that connects the face position with the hand position.
Skin Color Detection
We detect the face and hand regions by skin colors [6] . To extract the skin color area from the input image, we use the LUV color space. First, a twodimensional UV values histogram is made from the input image. From the two-dimensional histogram, we determine the standard skin color that denotes the maximum number of pixels within the range of skin colors. Second, each pixel's UV value of the input image is converted to the color distance from the standard skin color. Third, we make a histogram of the color distance from the above results and detect the skin color regions by discriminant analysis. 
Face Direction Estimation
For detecting the omni-directional pointing gestures, we estimate the face directions because the pointing target exists in the face direction. In order to estimate the face direction, we adopt the four directional features [7] that can achieve high recognition rates for the face recognition [8] and the linear discriminant analysis [9] .
The four directional features are extracted as follows. First, we make four edge images from the detected face region by applying Prewitt's operator in four directions(vertical, horizontal and two diagonal lines). Second, each edge image is normalized to an 8 x 8 resolution. An example of the four directional features is shown in Figure 4 . Finally, 256 dimensional feature vector is made from these four planes of images. Converting four edge images to low resolution can keep the edge direction information better than directly converting the original image. Consequently, this method is robust against deformation and noise and can be processed quickly.
In discriminating an input vector according to the distance from the mean vector of a discriminant class, it is suitable to compose the classes so that the data in the same class are as near as possible and those in the different classes as far as possible. Under the criteria that the in-class variance is small and the inter-class distance is long, the linear discriminat analysis provides the coefficient matrix A of an optimal linear projection for the training data whose class is known. The feature classes are composed of the linear discriminant analysis of the four directional features that are extracted from some people's faces looking in specific directions.
We have already shown that it is possible to estimate the face direction of an unspecified person by horizontal left right vertical . Finally, the direction k that gives the minimum distance is estimated. Figure 5 shows the square distance Dj between the fea.ture vector of a subject's rotating image to C , .
Coordinated Estimation with Multiple Cameras
In the real world, some occlusions between the face and the camera might cause faults in estimation. Therefore, in case of occuring occlusion, in order to get a a.ppropriate estimation for any face direction, we have already proposed the multiple cameras coordinated estimation method [lO] . For the purpose of coordinating the information from multiple cameras, the direction component vectors from each ca.mera are integrated into the system coordinates. Then, by equation ( I ) , the face direction j when the evaluation value F gets the largest is estimated.
Where, Dj(") is the distance obtained by the camera m and k is a positive constant for controling amplitude and preventing zero division.
Pointing Direction Estimation
To estimate the direction of pointing, we detect the spatial positions of face and hand. The center camera that captures the frontal view of the face is decided from the estimated face direction. Then a pair of cameras on both sides of the center camera Figure 6 . Since the two optical axes cross at right angles, the epipolar lines become horizontal and the hand regions are not on the face region. Therefore, we easily estimate the spatial positions of face and hand.
First, the main PC controls the multi viewer and chooses the input image. In this work, two images data that are captured by a pair of cameras on both sides of the center camera compose a image data and are input 320 x 240 pixels size respectively. Second, we detect the face and hand regions by skin colors. the skin color region in the middle of the image is the candidate for the face region. The skin regions around the face region are the candidates for the hand region. Finally, we detect the spatial positions of face and hand. In this work, we used the positions of centers of gravity for the face and hand. Figure 7 shows the coordinates for pointing direction representaion. Where, F is the face position, H is the hand position, P is the target position and the op- 
Experiment
In this esperimental data, subjects look at specific targets and point to them. The result shows the estimated angle to 20 targets that were arranged by four kinds in the horizontal directions (-22.5", -11.25", 0" and 11.25") and by five kinds in the vertical directions (-22.5", -11.25", 0°, 11.25" and 22.5'). \Then the target is the camera Q, the angle is the horizontal 0" and vertical 0". Table 1 shows experimental results for 14 subjects. In table l(a), the values in the first row of the table indicate the correct angles and those in rows 2-6 indicate the estimations in the horizontal direction. The mean error of the horizontal direction was 2.14" and its variance was 2.90. In table l(b), the values in the first column of the table indicate the correct angles and those in columns 2-5 indicate the estimations in the vertical direction. The mean error of the vertical direction was 1.74" and its variance was 4.79. The whole mean error was 1.94" and the whole variance was 4.37. This result demonstrated that our proposed method could estimate the direction of pointing.
Conclusion
\lie developed a system that can extract the omnidirectional pointing gestures and estima,te the direction of pointing. To detect the omni-directional pointing gestures, the eight cameras estimate the face directions because the pointing target exists in the face direction. Then, to estimate the direction of pointing, a stereo camera detects the spatial positions of face and hand because a pointing target exists in the direction that is represented by the straight line that connects the face position with the hand position. In this method, therefore, the initialization per user is unnecessary. As the experimental results, the mean error was 1.94" and its variance was 4.37. Our next tasks will be to improve the precision of the pointing direction estimation.
